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Abstract: Wireless communication is becoming vital in the industrial environment. New communication
technologies, including ad hoc communication, are researched for this application. A thorough
understanding regarding the connection characteristics of industrial networks could benefit this trend.
In this work it was possible to record the time-variant network topology of such a network utilizing a
novel method. Using this method and the generated recordings, novel insights into the behavior of
industrial ad hoc networks are presented. The recorded time-variant topology, the tools and method
of acquisition, and tools for processing and examination are published. This enables researchers and
engineers to check their communication technologies in terms of applicability to the industrial use
case and record more network topologies in a wide variety of wireless networking scenarios.

Keywords: mobile ad hoc networks; industrial application; nodal encounter pattern;
communication characteristics

1. Introduction

Trends like Industry 4.0 are shaping the factory of the future. Flexibility and mobility are central
requirements for future production facilities. Wireless communication plays a central part in enabling
mobility and facilitating flexibility [1]. Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) for example, depend on
wireless communication systems. Researchers are investigating the possibility of utilizing ad hoc
communication (e.g., Mesh [2] or Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [3]) for communication in AGVs.
The research and implementation of wireless and ad hoc networks, in particular, would benefit from a
thorough understanding of the wireless channel in industrial environments or the ability to simulate
this use case. Additionally, further practical research is needed [4].

Research regarding wireless communication in industrial environments is challenging due to the
limited accessibility of industrial facilities; thus, data from such facilities are sparse. This research aims
to ease this challenge by publishing a data-set from a running production facility, and this enables
researchers to test custom routing algorithms and networking strategies for ad hoc networks in an
industrial scenario without accessing a production facility. Additionally, the tools for the creation,
examination, and usage of this data-set are provided. The utilized method simplifies the scenario
by abstracting the physical layer of the network and focusing on the connection-oriented aspects of
communication. This work proposes a new method to record time-variant topologies of wireless
networks and emphasizes its advantages over existing methods. The topologies of a mobile wireless
network from a running production facility are recorded and published. These data enable researchers
and engineers to test and verify networking strategies and routing algorithms. The connection-oriented
topology characteristics are examined and compared to non-industrial and static wireless networks.
Based on these comparisons, recommendations for the design of industrial ad hoc networks are given.

An encounter is a continuous time frame in which a transmitter can send data to a receiver and
is the basic building block of a wireless network topology. A nodal encounter pattern (NEP) is a
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recording of the encounters in a specific scenario using a specific communication technology. The NEP
denotes the time variant topology of the network and abstracts the physical layer of the communication
interface. Properties of the NEP can therefore be used to determine connection characteristics of the
used communication technologies in an examined scenario. This work contains a new method for
recording and analyzing NEPs that were recorded in a running production facility. The NEPs are
additionally published so the research community can use them for further analysis and as a basis for
the simulation of wireless industrial networks. Although the NEPs recorded in this work are limited to
the examined combination of the factory environment and communication technology, the proposed
methods are applicable to a wide variety of applications and use cases. In terms of communication
technology, the proposed method is limited to technologies that enable wireless broadcasting.

Utilizing NEPs to denote the time-variant topology of an industrial ad hoc network is novel and
enables many new use cases. A researcher can, for example, use the published NEP to test a newly
developed routing algorithm in regards to its applicability to an industrial use case when utilizing an
IEEE802.11 interface. In another example, a research engineer can utilize the provided tools and record
an NEP in a different environment, analyze the NEP, and select a communication technology on the
basis of his observations.

The following research questions are answered by this work: How can the time-variant topology
of a complex network be observed? What are the topology characteristics of an industrial ad hoc
network? Additional topics regard the method of observing the topology, the applicability of different
routing strategies to the industrial use case, and the ability to emulate a complex network without
simulating it in detail.

The contribution of this work is four-fold:

1. The applicability of an existing acquisition method for time-variant network topologies to the
industrial use case is analyzed, and the method is found to not be applicable.

2. A new method in the form of a custom protocol for recording time-variant network topologies
is described and published. This includes the tools and methods for processing the acquired
the data.

3. NEPs describing the time-variant network topology of mobile industrial ad hoc networks are
recorded and published for use by other researchers in further examinations and industrial ad
hoc network simulations.

4. The acquired NEPs are analyzed. Connection characteristics are extracted from these NEPs,
and recommendations for suitable ad hoc networking solutions are given.

Wireless communication in the industrial context and related nodal encounter patterns are
surveyed in Section 2. In Section 3 two different methods for NEP acquisition are compared
in terms of their ability to represent the true network characteristics. Additionally, metrics are
introduced, which characterize a wireless network and can be extracted from a NEP. Section 4
introduces the proposed and utilized tracing protocol and the process of encounter pattern generation
from the recordings. The performed measurements and examined network characteristics are
described in Section 5. Afterwards, Section 6 concludes this work with a discussion on methods
and presented observations.

2. Related Work

Wireless communication is not new in the industrial context, but it has continuously gained
importance [5,6]. The industrial environment is particularly challenging for the application of wireless
communication technologies [7]. On the one hand, high requirements in terms of latency, throughput,
and especially reliability are applied [8,9]. On the other hand, dynamic environments including fading,
mobility in the transmitter and receiver, and the permanent presence of interference degrade the
performance of wireless communication technologies. Fellan et al. and Zhang et al. [10,11] analyzed
these challenging requirements for the communication systems of mobile robots in the Industry 4.0
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context. The requirements for different industrial use cases were compared and the applicability of
several communication technologies examined.

Relevant communication technologies for the industrial AGV use case include LTE [12], 5G [1,13],
WiFi [11,14], ZigBee [11], and specialized solutions like visible light communication (VLC) [15] and
radar [16]. These technologies have different advantages and strengths and must be chosen based
on the application specific requirements. References [5,10,11,16] compare these strengths to the
requirements of emerging industrial trends. This high variability in underlying communication
technology makes it necessary to develop methods that do not depend on specific technologies.

References [17–24] performed measurements in different industrial environments and provide
valuable insight on the expected channel characteristics at different frequencies. The observed
variability of the link over time is a strong indicator for the dynamic nature of the propagation
properties within an industrial environment. The measurements were executed with static transmitter
and receivers at different positions. Spatial variability is an important factor in scenarios, where the
transmitter and/or receiver are mobile [14]. Reference [25] illustrates the lack of measurements
in industrial applications. No previous work has specifically characterized the peer-to-peer
communication channels in a mobile industrial network. Additionally, the previously published
measurements of wireless channel propagation characteristics lack abstraction towards available
connections that the utilized method provides. Thus, this works provides a complementary approach
to existing work.

Ad hoc communication technologies are an emerging trend in the use case of factory automation
and industry in general. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are possibly the best established use case
for this technology [26,27]. These sensor networks are utilized to monitor machines, environmental
conditions, and more. Software-Defined WSN (SDWSN) are a particular variant of these networks,
surveyed by [4].

Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANET) are not yet present in many industrial facilities. However,
they are being investigated by researchers in the context of mobile robots (e.g., AGVs) [2]. In this
use case, MANETs and other other ad hoc technologies, like delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [3],
offer enhanced flexibility, reliability, and independence from network infrastructure. The applicability
of existing communication and routing solutions to an industrial MANET have not been researched
at this point in time. This work offers, in contrast to previous work, a non-simulation-based,
routing-independent view on the mobile industrial peer-to-peer channel. It is therefore useful as
a foundation for future research on ad hoc technologies in the industrial environment. In contrast to
the presented methods, the observed connection characteristics depend on the chosen combination of
examined environment and communication technologies.

NEPs have previously been used to examine mobile ad hoc networks [28]. Hsu et al. used
NEPs to examine the properties and applicability of ad hoc data dissemination schemes to campus
networks. They acquired NEPs using network traces [29,30] from the campus networks of several
universities. These traces contain the complete communication within the examined infrastructure
network, including the registration of mobile devices at certain access points. With the assumption that
two nodes registered at the same access point can also directly communicate with each other, NEPs are
extracted from the network traces [31]. The presented work, in contrast, utilizes a novel protocol to
directly record NEPs. This enables a more precise observation of the network without assumptions
about the connectivity of clients.

No previous work has analyzed the ad hoc communication channel of mobile clients in an
industrial environment. With ongoing trends like Industry 4.0, the importance of mobile clients and
wireless communication will increase. Therefore, this investigation is highly relevant. Additionally,
this work uses the established tool NEP to examine the ad hoc channel and proposes and publishes a
new method to record these NEPs, which can be applied with other communication technologies in
industrial scenarios, but also in non-industrial applications.
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3. Comparing Methods for the Extraction of NEPs

It is hypothesized that the necessary base assumption for the NEP extraction from network traces
is not applicable to the industrial scenario. In this section differences between the indirect generation
of NEPs by means of network traces and the direct recording of NEPs by means of a custom protocol
are shown. Two primary metrics are examined.

The average number of simultaneous encountered per node NI and the average duration of
these encounters DI are examined. Both metrics can be directly calculated from a NEP. Both metrics
are important when analyzing the characteristics of the ad hoc communication channels. The first is
an indicator for the number of reachable destinations from any node, while the second indicates the
duration for which these destinations are reachable.

The first NEP acquisition method is the acquisition by means of a custom protocol, further denoted
as trace protocol. The protocol is described in Section 4. The second is the acquisition by means of
network traces [28]. This second method is based on the assumption that any two nodes encounter
each other if they are registered at the same access point. Both approaches have different strengths
and weaknesses.

In this section the fundamental behavioral differences of encounters acquired by both methods
are observed. The goal is to analyze the behavior of the average number of simultaneous encounters
in regards to the number of nodes N and number of access points NAP. Additionally, the average
encounter duration in regards to the communication range r of the nodes and their speed v is analyzed.
The communication range r results in a node coverage area Ar “ πr2.

In the following subsections the behavior of the average number of simultaneous encountered per
node NXX

I pN, NAPq and the average duration of these encounters DXX
I pr, vq are explored. XX describes

the type of examined acquisition method. TP is the recording of encounters by means of the tracing
protocol, and NT is the acquisition by means of network traces. Models are proposed to emulate
the behavior of the different metrics, when observed by the different methods. The goal of these
models is to predict the network performance, as best as possible, given the impact of certain network
parameters on the network behavior.

3.1. Average Number of Simultaneous Encounters per Node

With the assumption of equally distributed, randomly placed access points and randomly moving
nodes on area A, NXX

I pN, NAPq can be determined for both acquisition methods. For the observation
by trace protocol, the number of nodes that a specific node might encounter is calculated. It is expected
that the N´ 1 other nodes are randomly distributed on A. The number of simultaneously encountered
nodes is therefore expected to be the fraction of N ´ 1 that are present in Ar. It follows that

NTP
I pNq “

Ar

A
pN ´ 1q (1)

For the acquisition by means of network traces NT, two different cases must be considered.
The first case is that the area A is not completely covered by access points. This case is defined
by NAP Ar ď A. This means that the combined covered area by all access point is smaller than A.
Overlap of access point communication ranges is rare, due to the assumed equal distribution of access
points. If the area is not completely covered, the average number of simultaneous encounters is equal
to the average number of nodes, within range of an access point minus the source node ( Ar

A pN ´ 1q)
times the probability, to be within the range of an access point ( NAP Ar

A ). When assuming complete
coverage of the area this probability is 1. Once the area is completely covered, the covered area per
access point decreases because the nodes will tend to register at the closest access point. In reality,
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the chosen access point depends on the applied roaming scheme; most are based on received signal
strength. This decline can be formalized with AAP “

A
NAP

, where Ar ě AAP. It simplifies to

NNT
I pN, NAPq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´

Ar
A pN ´ 1q

¯

¨
NAP Ar

A , if NAP Ar ď A

N
NAP

´ 1, otherwise

(2)

The model for the acquisition via trace protocol is therefore equal to the model for the acquisition
via network trace only for the case NAP Ar “ A and a perfect 1:1 coverage of the application area by
the access points. Later results show differences even in this case.

3.2. Average Duration of Encounters

The average duration of encounters DXX
I pr, vq is mostly dependent on the mobility of the nodes.

Hsu et al. [28] assumed nodes stayed within the range of an access point for a prolonged duration.
This assumption minimizes the influence of mobility on the encounter pattern, which is a valid
assumption for the examined network traces. In the examined campus networks, students listen to
lectures or visit libraries and similar locations for a duration of ě 1 h. This assumption, however, is not
transferable to the examined use case of AGVs in an industrial environment; therefore, the effect of
mobility on the two observation methods must be considered.

The proposed models reduce the dependencies of the encounter duration of two nodes to the
speed v of the nodes and the communication range r. On average, a moving node passes the static
communication range of an access point along a path of length π

2 r (see Figure A2) and therefore
for a time of DAP “ π

2
r
v . This average only accounts for a node passing an AP range. If the

destination of the node is within the AP range, the average traveled distance within communication
range (average destination is at the AP position; distance to reach the AP and subsequently leave
range is 2r) changes to 2r. It is assumed that

?
A " r; therefore, this special case is subsequently

not considered. An encounter between any two nodes persists as long as both are in range of the
access point. At the point in time at which any node enters the range, every other node that already is
connected to the AP will leave the range after δt Ps0, DAPr. Therefore, the average encounter duration
of two nodes can be reduced to DAP

2 :

DNT
I pr, vq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

π
4

r
v , if NAP Ar ď A

π
4

b

A
πNAP
v , otherwise

(3)

Analogous to the model of NNT
I , the case of complete coverage has to be considered

when calculating the duration. This is done with the scaled access point communication radius rAP.
Determining the encounter duration of two mobile nodes is challenging. Therefore,

an approximate for the average encounter duration was determined via a fit to data from
extensive simulation:

DTP
I pr, vq “

rλ

v
(4)

For typical values of A the best fit was generated with λ “ 1.11. Both models are highly simplified.
For the model of NEP acquisition via network trace, a dependence on NAP can be observed.
The duration of encounters in a real ad hoc network, however, does not depend on this parameter.

3.3. Numerical Comparison

The proposed models for NNT
I , NTP

I , DNT
I , and DTP

I were compared to a numerical simulation of
an ad hoc network. In this simulation, the nodes use the Random WayPoint Model [32] to move within
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the confined area. The results of the proposed models and the numerical simulation are presented in
Appendix A.

In Appendix A it can be seen that the numerical simulation behaved similarly to the proposed
models. This validates that the proposed models are able to estimate the network performance
and behavior without simulating the complete network.The plots of the performance predicted
by observations from tracing protocol and from network traces, however, are highly dissimilar;
this suggests that the assumptions of the NEP generation from network traces are not applicable.

The numeric simulation confirms the behavior expected from the presented models. Models and
simulations show the same behavior in regards to parameters and similar network performance.
Figure A1 also shows the differences of the two methodologies TP and NT. The two acquisition
types showed clear behavioral differences, which are examined in detail in the following subsection.
Only for specific configurations of N, NAP, v, and r can similar results in terms of NI and DI be
obtained from both acquisition methods. All these observations were done under assumptions of
random node mobility and random access point placement. More complex distributions of nodes and
APs will lead to even more complex relations between all of these parameters and metrics, and even
more pronounced differences between both acquisition methods.

3.4. Behavioral Differences

The average number of simultaneous encounters NXX
I and the average encounter duration

DXX
I are two metrics that change their behavior in regard to the applied acquisition method.

Direct acquisition by means of a tracing protocol enables the more precise examination of a network.
Using this method, both metrics behave as expected. The number of encounters increases linearly with
the number of mobile nodes. The duration of the encounters is constant when the communication
range and node speed are not changed. Both extensive simulation and the proposed model confirm
this intuitively expected behavior.

The indirect acquisition by means of network traces shows a different behavior. The number of
access points is important when observing the behavior with this method. The duration of encounters
is lower than expected, and further declines when the density of access points is increased. A higher
density of access points is beneficial when observing the number of encounters. The best fit to the
direct observation is at the point of full coverage (NAP Ar “ A). At higher access point density the
number of encounters decreases. In both metrics the decrease is caused by the higher probability for
overlapping of the communication ranges of the access points.

The direct acquisition by means of a tracing protocol is therefore recommended. Even if the
number of access points is known, a correction of these metrics is hardly possible due to the complex
spatial distribution of nodes and access points in real networks [33].

Using a tracing protocol for the acquisition of NEPs also has the advantage that encounters can be
directional. This means that node A can send data to node B, while node B cannot send data to node
A. This directionality in encounters can not be extracted when a network trace is the basis of the NEP.
However, this is of major importance when evaluating the applicability of certain routing protocols.

4. Tracing Protocol

NEPs describe encounters between nodes of a wireless network [28]. The patterns can be used
two-fold. Firstly, they can be analyzed independently to determine specific network or channel
characteristics, like bidirectionality, encounter duration, and more. Secondly, they can replace the
mobility model, signal propagation model, and the lowest layers of the network model in a network
simulation. A NEP has the advantage of being extracted from the examined environment; therefore,
no complex validation of models is necessary.

The goal of this section is to introduce a protocol that can be executed on mobile nodes
(e.g., AGVs in a production facility) and generate a NEP. The protocol and the required processing are
described, and a simple implementation based on the Click-Router [34] is published [35]. The tracing
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protocol has the advantage that the real NEP can be directly recorded, but the protocol must be
implemented and running on all observed nodes.

Protocol Description

The basic idea of the protocol is to use beacons to indicate the possibility of data exchange between
a transmitter T and a receiver R. A number of nodes is placed in the examined environment. All nodes
send beacons with a certain frequency 1

dt . If any beacon is received by any receiver, it is logged to a log
file. After the recording is completed, the log files of all nodes are processed, and a NEP is created.

The nodes are all identical in function. The protocol defines a time step dt. This is the time
resolution of the resulting NEP. A smaller dt leads to a higher resolution in the NEP and to a higher
bandwidth usage by the protocol. For the channel to be non-changing within dt, dt must be chosen to be
smaller than the coherence time of the communication channel. In the case of wireless communication
at 2.4 GHz and a node speed of 1.2 m/s, the time resolution should be chosen to be smaller than 25 ms.
An address An is assigned to every node, and a counter Inptq is incremented every time the node sends
a beacon. Beacons are send every dt. The beacon contains the address of the transmitter AT and the
current index of the transmitter IT .

This beacon is send by the wireless interface (e.g., WiFi IEEE802.11 b/g/n) of the node.
Any receiver (Ar) logs this beacon as an encounter tuple, with r being the receiver and s the transmitter.
All recorded encounter tuples can be concatenated to form an encounter recording LR, which is a set of
encounter tuples recorded by node R.

C “
´

AR TR “ IR ¨ dt AT TT “ IT ¨ dt
¯

P Lr (5)

Any entry in the recording describes the start or persistence of an encounter of the nodes T and R.
It is important to note that these encounters are directional. The entry only indicates a connection from
T to R, not vice versa. A second entry must indicate the reverse encounter.

With t “ I ¨ dt the indices can be converted to time values. All connections have two time
values. This is necessary to compensate for time offset and drift between the internal clocks of the
nodes. The encounter recordings of all nodes can be concatenated to form L∆. The clock offset is
compensated by choosing a reference node NR, and for every other node an offset Onptq has to be
determined. For every non-reference node n a time pair is extracted from L∆, where tR is the record
time of the receiver, while tT is the send time recorded at the transmitter. The discrete offset function
Onptnq “ tR ´ tT can be made continuous by assuming, for example, no or linear drift between the
clocks of node NR and n. The offset is subsequently compensated by the following conversion:

Cn “
´

R tR T tT

¯

P L∆ Ñ
´

tR `ORptRq T R
¯

“

´

t T R
¯

P L (6)

An offset compensated encounter list L is the result, when applying this offset to all entries.
The NEP is subsequently a function of the transmitter T, the receiver R, and the time t. It is

defined as

CpT, R, tq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1, if T “ R

1, if
´

t T R
¯

P L

0, otherwise

(7)

For computational purposes this function is represented as a 3d matrix of the dimension
N ˆ N ˆ t

dt , with N being the number of nodes that were used for the recording, and the last dimension
offers one entry per dt time step for the complete measurement time t.
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5. Examination of the Industrial Ad Hoc Channels

Measurements with the proposed tracing protocol were performed in different environments
and under varying conditions. The goal of the measurements and the analysis is to characterize
the industrial environment in terms of effects on ad hoc communication channels. Knowing the
characteristics of a communication channel allows for a more effective selection and configuration of
applied routing solutions. The networks examined by Hsu et al. [28] are fundamentally different from
the network examined in this work. The number of clients, the kind of mobility, and the environment
are the most obvious differences. Different metrics for these network characterizations are therefore
applied in this work.

Bai et al. [36] showed that after sufficient time all nodes of a network encounter each other if they
move randomly on the same area. AGVs do not move randomly, but for the examined small networks
the same behavior was observed. It is expected that, in bigger AGV systems, it may not be true all
AGVs encounter all other AGVs. Certain AGVs could, for example, exclusively transport goods within
specified disjoint areas.

The industrial environment where the measurements took place involves electric drives and
gear production that adhere to Industry 4.0 paradigms, although it is a brown-field factory. Thus,
a typical industrial environment by means of the amount of mobility and conductive material is present.
The AGVs that were equipped with the measurement equipment facilitate intra-logistic processes of
half-finished and finished products and drive up to 1.2 m/s. They cover an area of «25,000 m2.

5.1. Performed Tests

In order to evaluate the channel characteristics of industrial ad hoc channels, tests in different
environments and with different setups were conducted. The goal is to differentiate between the
influence of environment and mobility on ad hoc communication and how to extract this information
from the NEPs.

A reference test was performed to check the general functionality of the protocol and to deliver a
reference for the examined network characteristics. It was performed in an office environment with
static nodes.

A static industry test describes the measurement with nodes in an industrial environment. In this
test all nodes collectively moved in an industrial environment; hence, they did not experience any
relative movement and therefore moved as one group. The goal of this test is to characterize the
effect of interference on the industry, while mitigating the effects of mobility and variable signal
propagation. The absolute movement of the node group enabled the observation of the spatial
variation in the interference.

Lastly a mobile industry test was conducted by utilizing AGVs in an accessible production facility
to implement mobility. The nodes were mounted on the AGVs in an unobstructed way. Therefore,
two signal attenuation effects influenced the existence of encounters in the resulting NEP. Firstly,
large scale fading causes path loss between transmitter and receiver due to the distance between them.
Secondly, small-scale fading caused by reflection, refraction, and scattering can be caused by obstacles
on the primary propagation path.

The tests are characterized by a number of varying parameters. When comparing the presented
results of the measurements, variations in these parameters have to be taken into account. Table 1
compiles and describes the different parameters and their values for the performed experiments.
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Table 1. Measurement parameter description and values for measurements.

Parameter Name Unit Reference
Test

Static
Industry

Test

Mobile
Industry

Test
Description

dt s 0.2 s 0.2 s 0.2 s Time resolution of the NEP

T s >11,800 s ą8800 s >10,400 s Run time of measurement

N 6 7 8 Number of nodes

Mobility Type None Group AGV Type of mobility

Environment Type Office Industry Industry Environment description

Some parameters are restricted by external requirements. The send period dt of the trace protocol,
for example, had to be adjusted, as a minimal bandwidth impact of the measurement was required.
Table 1 compares the measurement parameters of the three measurements.

All tests were performed with IEEE802.11 b/g/n communication interfaces at 20 dbm send power.
The protocol was implemented with the Click modular router [34] on a battery-powered single-board
computer. The implementation and the resulting NEPs are published in [35].

5.2. Network Connectedness

The network connectedness is the average percentile of neighboring nodes (encountered nodes
with which direct data exchange is possible) [33]. A connection can be established if an encounter is
registered. It is assumed that two nodes could communicate for the time of 1 dt after an encounter was
registered. Within a network of n nodes, n´ 1 connections are simultaneously possible for any node.
Hence, nodes cannot connect to themselves. The network connectedness of the network at time t is
then defined as

Nptq “
1
N

N
ÿ

i“1

1
n´ 1

¨

˝

N
ÿ

j“1

Cpi, j, tq

˛

‚´ 1 (8)

where C is the NEP, as described in Section 4, and i and j iterate over N nodes (transmitter and
receiver) in the examined network. When de-normalized and averaged over the time of the recording,
the network connectedness is equal to the previously used metric NI “ 1

T
şT

0 nNptqdt “ NTP
I . Figure 1

illustrates the meaning of different network connectedness values. A network connectedness CN “ 0
describes a network where no nodes are connected. The network connectedness increases once
connections are available. If all nodes can reach all other nodes the network connectedness reaches 1.

Av. Connections 0 of 12 3 of 12 12 of 12

Network
Connectedness 0 0.25 1

Percentage
unidirectional
connections

0 0.333 0

Figure 1. Illustration of network connectedness and probability for unidirectional channels with three
example networks.
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The network connectedness of the three examined measurement configurations are displayed
in Figure 2. On average, the network in the reference measurement is fully connected. This means
all nodes can communicate with all other nodes. Short-lived variations occur due to interference
between the nodes and interference with other wireless communication systems within the same
spectrum. The second measurement set shows slightly lower connectedness within the network.
This indicates that the industrial environment might contain more sources for interference than the
office environment. The variations in network connectedness indicate spatial correlation. The NEP
of mobile nodes in the industrial environment exhibits the lowest network connectedness and even
higher variations in connectedness as the static measurement in the industrial environment. In Figure 2
it can be seen that the effect of mobility is far more pronounced than the one of interference.

Figure 2. Network connectedness in different scenarios as extracted from the nodal encounter pattern (NEP).

5.3. Directional Channel Probability

Consider a transmitter A sent a message to receiver B at time TAB. In this work a channel is
classified as unidirectional if a transmission at time TBA P rTAB ´ dt, TAB ` dts from B was not received
at A. If the transmission is received, the channel is classified as bidirectional. Possible reasons for
unidirectional channels are changes in the propagation path within dt or interference with other
communication networks. The office reference test shows that interference within the tracing protocol
is unlikely.

Many common routing protocols (e.g., DSR [37], AODV [38]) expect bidirectional connections.
Routing protocols can be enhanced to work in the presence of unidirectional channels at the cost of
higher overhead [39]. The percentage of unidirectional connection is therefore highly relevant in the
evaluation of the applicability of ad hoc routing protocols to the industrial environment. We assume
that such protocols need at least about 200 ms for route search and establishment; therefore, the chosen
0.2 s NEP time resolution is sufficient for the examined application.

NEPs that were extracted from the proposed trace protocol can be used to determine this
probability of a channel being unidirectional. It is defined by Equation (9) using the same parameters
as Equation (8).

Puptq “

řN
i“1

řN
j“1 |Cpi, j, tq ´ Cpj, i, tq|

2 ¨
´

řN
i“1

řN
j“1 Cpi, j, tq ´ N

¯ (9)
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Previously shown, Figure 1 illustrated examples for the percentage of channels that are
unidirectional. In the central graph three connections exist. One of these connections has no reverse
connection. Therefore, one-third of all connections are unidirectional.

As seen in Figure 3, the percentage of unidirectional connections is much higher in mobile
industrial scenarios than in the reference use case. In the static reference measurement, unidirectional
connections are very rare and only of short duration. On average only 0.52% of all connections are
unidirectional. In contrast, about 33.6% of all connections are unidirectional in the mobile industrial
scenario. In the static industrial scenario, on average about 3.8% of all connections are unidirectional.
The results therefore support the previous observations that node mobility has a higher impact on
the wireless channel than the industrial environment. Overall, such channel characteristics have
to be taken into account when selecting or designing a routing protocol for the industrial use case.
Another important aspect for this task is the route lifetime.

Figure 3. Percentage of unidirectional connections in scenarios.

5.4. Route Lifetime

The route lifetime describes how long a connection between two nodes persists before the ability
to transmit data is lost. This is an important parameter in the analysis of applicability for certain
network technologies. A low route lifetime would, for example, lead to more route failures and
therefore more overhead in a MANET routing protocol. The average route lifetime is equivalent to the
previously used parameter DI.

Figure 4 shows the probabilities for route lifetimes in the three scenarios. This metric also iterates
the same trend as the previous: From static office scenario over static industrial scenario to mobile
industrial scenario the route life time decreases. In the static office scenario an average route life time
of about 39 s was observed. Interference between nodes or with other signal sources is rare. This route
lifetime significantly decreases when the same setup is observed under industrial conditions. The route
lifetime further decreases when observing mobile nodes. Two AGVs are within communication range
for far longer than 1.21 s (assuming a communication range r “ 20 m and an AGV speed v “ 1 m/s;
an encounter duration of 20 s follows); therefore, the further decrease in route lifetime cannot be
explained by the distance between the AGVs and their communication range. Rather, effects on the
primary line-of-sight path or on secondary propagation paths might be the cause of the increased
number of disconnections.
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Figure 4. Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of route lifetime in
different scenarios.

5.5. Effects of Multi-Hop Relaying

Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) [2], Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [3] and Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) [27] are emerging and developing trends in the industrial context. An ad
hoc network’s major advantage over infrastructure networks (e.g., WiFi) is flexibility and redundancy.
They are envisioned to mitigate the dependence on network infrastructure and enhance a combined
wireless network structure.

In this work the NEP is used to examine the advantage of redundant multi-hop links between
mobile nodes in industrial environments. The previously examined route lifetime is the primary metric
for evaluating the improvement. It is envisioned that the utilization of redundant links increases
the route lifetime. Another expected improvement will be that multi-hop relaying enhances the
network connectedness. In this examination only the mobile industrial measurements are used.
Different network sizes, in terms of number of hops, are examined.

The relevant metrics regarding both expectations were examined and are presented in Figure 5.
It can be confirmed that the utilization of multi-hop connections is beneficial in the mobile industrial
context. Firstly, the network connectedness increases; therefore, more nodes can be reached by any
other node. Secondly, the average route lifetime is positively affected. The number of available
hops is highly relevant when examining these benefits. For the examinations it must be assumed
that finding and establishing a route of length h (in hops) is possible within dt. As illustrated in
Figure 5, the first hop is the most effective in increasing network connectedness and route lifetime.
It is suspected that in AGV scenarios with more mobile nodes and/or on a bigger area, more hops
would be effective in increasing the network connectedness. In the observed scenarios the first and
second hops were most effective in enhancing the route lifetime, while only the first hop enhanced the
number of reachable nodes.
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Figure 5. Network connectedness over time and CCDF of route lifetime in a mobile industrial scenario
utilizing multi-hop relaying.

6. Conclusions

This work examined the time-variant network topology of ad hoc communication under industrial
conditions. Existing methods for the extraction of these topologies from network traces were
examined. It is concluded that the direct observation of encounters with a novel custom protocol
can more accurately represent the behavior of an ad hoc network compared to the work in [28].
The custom protocol was implemented, tested, and used in an industrial environment. The protocol is
made available for researchers and engineers to analyze the behavior of other network applications.
The time-variant topologies that were recorded are also made available. The examined production
facility followed the principles of Industry 4.0. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
provide comprehensive measurements that characterize ad hoc network behavior in this context.
With these recordings, researchers and engineers (can for the first time) analyze, simulate, and test
industry-specific communication solutions for the factory of the future. Additionally, the acquired
topologies were analyzed in terms of general network behavior with the goal to give general
recommendations for communication system design.

The ad hoc channels in an industrial environment present some challenging characteristics.
The observations of network connectedness (sparse vs. fully meshed) suggest that interference impacts
the channel availability in the industry. Mobility of the clients, however, has by far higher effects
on the availability of channels between nodes. The analysis of the bidirectionality of the available
channels suggests that many existing MANET protocols are not applicable to the shop floor. The high
percentage of unidirectional connection (30% to 35%) highly impacts the search for routes and increases
the resulting routing overhead. The network performance is further impacted by the low route lifetime.
For the ad hoc channels between mobile clients in the industrial environment, an average route life
time of 1.21 s was observed. In regards to route lifetime, interference in the industrial environment has
the higher impact factor, compared to the mobility. Lastly, the effects of multi-hop networks on the
network connectedness and route lifetime were observed. Both benefit especially from the inclusion of
the first and second relay/hop. This is an interesting observation when considering the availability
of technologies like Side-Link for 5G. Even more hops have an even bigger effect, but the benefit
decreases. The presented observations are currently limited to the wireless peer-to-peer channel of
IEEE802.11 interfaces. However, the proposed methods are applicable to any other broadcast-enabled
communication technology.
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The presented results illustrate the benefits of industrial MANETs, as well as the challenges. In the
future it is planned to acquire more NEPs from a rich set of industrial and other environments and a
variety of wireless communication technologies. This data-set will benefit us in the design and testing
of industrial MANETs and a unified communication framework for mobile robots in the industry.
Additionally, the acquired NEPs shall be used to test different routing protocols, where the results will
be validated by experimental MANET implementations in production facilities.
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Appendix A. Simulation and Model Results

Results of numerical simulations are described and analyzed in Section 3.3.
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Figure A1. Comparison of the proposed model and numerical simulation.
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Appendix B. Theorem of Circle Intersection Length

Theorem A1. The chord length of a circle intersection depends on the radius r of the circle and the distance s
of the chord to the center of the circle. With these two values α can be determined as α “ arcsin s

r . The length
of the intersection is subsequently defined as Ips, rq “ 2r ¨ cos arcsin s

r . In the scenario of randomly driving
nodes through the circle, it is assumed that s is equally distributed over s P r0, rr. With this assumption the
intersection length can be averaged over the distribution as follows:

Iprq “
1

smax ´ smin

ż smax

smin

Ips, rqds “
1

r´ 0

ż r

0
2r cos arcsin

s
r

ds “
1
r

πr2

2
“

π

2
r (A1)

A

B

s
α

Figure A2. Line intersecting a circle.
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